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Challenges of Building Clinical Data Analysis Solutions
George W. Gray
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ncreasingly, owners of clinical information systems

re turning to clinical data warehouses (CDWs) to

tore and to analyze their data. The CDW allows in-

titutions to make better use of their clinical data that

as been collected through its information systems. A

DW extracts data from these systems, transforms it

nto a usable form, and then allows users to view and

nalyze years of data across a large cross section of

atient charts. Although warehouses have existed in

ealthcare for some time, there are relatively few

nstitutions that maintain patient charts in a CDW.

his is, in part, because of the challenges often seen

hen attempting to warehouse this type of data.

hese include integrating a diverse set of care prac-
ices and a variety of definitions for common data
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lements like medications, observations, treatments,

nits of measure, and even unique patient identifiers.

n addition, these systems often struggle with a high

evel of inconsistent and/or incomplete data that

ust be cleaned up on a regular basis. Unlike other

ata warehouse systems, CDWs are often expected to

ather data around the clock and in a manner that has

inimum impact to the performance of the source

linical Information Systems. Finally, CDWs often

ave a diverse range of clinical and administrative

sers. This often leads to a need for a variety of ap-

lications and/or tools for viewing and analyzing the

ata.

2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
LINICAL information systems (CISs) pro-
vide new opportunities to many healthcare

roviders, including the ability to analyze and to
etter understand their care practices, costs and
ffectiveness based on information captured in pa-
ient charts. Although this information has always
een available to healthcare providers, the cost of
ining it from the mountain of paper-based med-

cal records is often prohibitive and prevents a
road analysis of much of the data. As a result, a
ealth of clinical knowledge remains undiscov-

red in these records.
Increasingly, owners of CISs are turning to the

linical data warehouses (CDW) to store and to
nalyze their data. The CDW allows institutions to
ake use of the clinical data collected with the
IS. It extracts the data from the CIS, and some-

imes other hospital information systems (HIS),
ransforms it into a usable form and then presents
t as information back to the user.

This article provides a technologist’s perspec-
ive on the challenges of delivering clinical data
arehouse solutions. Although these challenges

re common for warehouse solutions across all
ndustries, they remain some of the key obstacles
acing many healthcare institutions in incorporat-
ng warehouse solutions into their information
trategy.

From Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA.
Address reprint requests to George W. Gray, BSEE, MSCS,

atabase Architect, Philips Medical Systems, 300 Minuteman Rd,
ndover, MA 01810; E-mail: george.gray@philips.com.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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WHAT IS A CLINICAL DATA WAREHOUSE

Simply said, a CDW is a place where healthcare
roviders can gain access to clinical data gathered
n the patient care process. This data may include
ny data related to patient care including specific
emographics, vital signs, and I&O (input & out-
ut) data recorded for the patient, treatments and
rocedures performed, supplies used, and costs
ssociated with the patient’s care (Fig 1).

Obviously, the warehouse isn’t the only place
his information may be available. For example, if
he patient’s chart is maintained electronically, it
ill exist for some period of time within the CIS.
nd, once he leaves, his record will also exist

ither in electronic or paper form in the medical
ecords department. So what makes the CDW
nique? First, the role of the CDW is to hold the
harted data indefinitely or at least until the data is
o longer considered of value to the institution. For
his reason, CDWs typically contain large amounts
f data, often measured in years. This can mean
hat the CDW contains thousands, or even mil-
ions, of patient records with a wide variety of
ecorded demographics, diagnoses, treatments,
omplications, and outcomes.

Second, the data in the CDW are typically reor-
anized in such a way that it much more efficient
o look across patient populations. This is not to
ay that a researcher could not drill down into a
atient’s record. However, looking across patient
ecords would be many times faster than it would
e querying the CIS, which is organized in such a
ay to optimize access and updates of a patient

ecord and documents within that chart (Fig 2).

Third, the data in a CDW is typically organized

l of Critical Care, Vol 19, No 4 (December), 2004: pp 264-270
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BUILDING CLINICAL DATA ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS 265
n such a way that is much more intuitive to the
ovice user than the CIS system. The databases of
ost CIS systems are organized using a classic

ntity relation model. In a good entity relation
odel, redundant data are removed through a pro-

ess called normalization, allowing for faster up-
ates and less chance of data integrity problems.
ntity relation modeling has long been the stan-
ard for how operational databases should be de-
igned and is, most likely, the universal way in
hich all CIS systems are designed. Unfortunately,

ntity relation models tend to be very complex,
ith pieces of data distributed across multiple ta-
les.
CDW databases, on the other hand, are designed

sing dimensional modeling. In dimensional mod-

Fig 1. Typical clinica
Fig 2. Operational versus ware
ling, data are organized in such a way that is much
ore intuitive and tuned for data access or queries.
o do this data is de-normalized, or flattened out

nto a few significant tables. One byproduct of this
s that redundancy begins to appear throughout the
odel. However, for the average user, the organi-

ation of the data is much more intuitive and each
uery requires the joining of fewer tables. Queries
re not only easier to comprehend but also run
aster due to the number of tables involved and the
rganization of data in the dimensional model.
In a dimensional model, details are consolidated

nto tables called facts. These tables tend to be
uite large and grow rapidly as data is added to the
arehouse. The fact table in the data warehouse

eferences a number of smaller tables called di-

arehouse topology.
house schema structure.
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266 GEORGE W. GRAY
ension tables. The dimensions are typically either
low growing or don’t grow at all over time. And
elative to the fact table, they are much smaller in
ize. The dimensions are often connected to the
act in such a way that they model resemble a star,
hich is why the model is often referred to as a star

chema (Fig 3).
In a dimensional model, the facts represent the

actual data being stored, where the dimensions
epresent the key dimensions of the business as
ell as the questions one might ask about the
usiness. In healthcare, facts include measure-
ents, orders and observations as well as events

uch as admissions, discharges and transfers. Di-
ensions, on the other hand, include things like

atients, diagnoses, medications, supplies, clinical
nits, and time.
Finally, the dimensional model is optimized for

ast data access. And, as the amount of data in-
reases, the difference in query performance be-
ween the dimensional model and entity relation
odel becomes increasing more significant.
Unlike the CIS, the CDW data are stored offline

rom the CIS applications. As a result, queries can
e run without affecting performance of the clini-
al applications. Although this is an absolute ne-
essity when allowing ad hoc queries of data, it
oes have one obvious drawback. The CDW is
lmost never up to date, often lagging behind the
IS from 1 to 24 hours.

nderstanding the Application

Although there are many technical issues that

Fig 3. Star schema.
onfront the data warehouse architect, none are as t
ritical as the need to start with a clear understand-
ng of how the data and how the warehouse will
volve over time. To do this, the architect typically
orks with a business analyst, business leaders and

xpected users of the CDW to understand the key
rocesses of the business and the questions busi-
ess leaders and other users of the warehouse
ould ask of those processes. In healthcare, one

pplication area might be unit census, where anal-
sis is conducted on admissions, discharges and
ransfers by patient demographic, diagnosis, sever-
ty of illness, and length of stay. Another applica-
ion area might be the care planning process, where
roblems, planned interventions, and expected out-
omes are compared against standard care plans
nd expected results.

Because the warehouse may hold much, if not
ll of the data collected by the institution, the scope
f possible applications for the data is enormous.
herefore, it is important to first assess what ques-

ions are asked most often and what data, if made
vailable, would have the greatest impact on the
nstitution’s effectiveness and overall business re-
ults. Users often hesitate to make these trade offs
n fear that some application areas will never be
ddressed. However, this step is critically impor-
ant to get a clear understanding of the motivations
f the institution and how the success of the CDW
ill be measured. The CDW will only be seen as

uccessful if it has a positive impact on the perfor-
ance of the institution and clinical units in which

t is installed.
In most industries, this analysis uncovers a set of

eports already in use by the organization. Often
imes, these reports hold the key to what the orga-
ization believes is most important. However, the
hallenge is to determine why these reports are not
ood enough. The answer is typically because us-
rs are unable to drill down into the data and ask
ollow-up questions about the data in the report. In
ddition, reports are not always readily available to
ost users or do not show data that are several
eeks old. In healthcare, many see the value of the
DW as a tool that can help present information
ot currently on these reports such as more detailed
utcomes reporting. However, most institutions
nd it hard to articulate what exactly is of value
ecause most have never had the opportunity to
ave this information at their finger tips.
This analysis sometimes reveals hidden oppor-
unities for the data and ways the data could be
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BUILDING CLINICAL DATA ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS 267
sed that were never considered before. This might
nclude providing feedback to people on the front
ine, helping them provide better service or make
etter decisions. One example of how warehousing
s used in another industry is MCI’s Friends and
amily (Ashburn, VA), a program that, through a
ummary of customer utilization trends, was able
o target and provide discounts to customers in
reas where they were most appreciated. Similar
olutions could be provided in healthcare. For ex-
mple, a clinical unit health monitor could provide
irectors with a daily view of the “health” of their
nit based on certain measurement criteria. Or
linicians could be provided with feedback at the
edside about the effectiveness of certain medica-
ions or treatments or comparisons of generic ver-
us non-generic medications based on actual use in
he institution.

Once the application areas have been identified,
hey must be prioritized and a determination must
e made as to what applications should be ad-
ressed in the first release. Unlike warehouses in
ther industries, possible CDW applications are
uite diverse, forcing its design to be much more
omplicated.

Because data warehouse solutions are typically
nproven in most institutions, it is important for
he success and longevity of the effort that the first
pplications yield the best results in the shortest
ime frame. In short, the architect and management
eam must determine what application or applica-
ions will make heads turn with the lowest possible
p front investment.
Although most technologists give little credence

o this challenge, it is by far the most critical
ecision point in the project. If done well, the
roject has a much higher chance of success and
robability that subsequent applications will be
rovided on top of the CDW. However, if done
oorly, the CDW may either be seen as unsuccess-
ul or be canceled well before it is completed.

reating a Solid Data Model

Once an application focus has been established,
he architect can begin developing a data model
hat is optimized to support those applications. As
tated earlier, the CDW will most likely be de-
igned using dimensional modeling. This will
reatly simplify the organization of the data itself
nd provide much better query performance over

ime. Because the applications for the data are well a
nderstood, the architect can also pay careful at-
ention to tuning the design to best support those
uestions that will be asked of the data within
hose application areas.

The dimensional design will be made up a small
umber of fact tables, all aligned with a common
et of dimensions. Summary or aggregate tables
ay also be defined that reference the same dimen-

ions. It is important that the architect pay careful
ttention to the dimensions being defined as well as
he attributes associated with each. This is because
hese dimensions represent a common way in
hich all questions of the data will be structured
ow and in the future. This can become much more
ifficult to accomplish if the warehouse is gather-
ng data from multiple systems because the defini-
ion of the data represented in these dimensions
ight vary from system to system. And, if not

areful, the architect may inadvertently change the
eaning of some data. For example, a patient’s

iagnosis on a CIS might have attributes indicating
hat it is the admitting, discharge, primary or sec-
ndary diagnosis. These values as well as the di-
gnosis itself might change on a regular basis
hroughout the patient’s stay. The HIS system, on
he other hand, might define the patient (one of our
imensions) as having an attribute of “diagnosis,”
hich indicates diagnosis on discharge only (Fig
).
The architect must be careful when defining the

imension’s attributes even when the CDW has a
ingle source of information (ie, the patient’s age).
nowing that many questions are asked relative to
patient’s age or age group, an architect may

onvert the patient’s date of birth to an age upon

Fig 4. Dimension bus.1
dmission and store this value as an attribute of the
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268 GEORGE W. GRAY
atient dimension. This works well when consid-
ring adult or pediatric care but becomes a signif-
cant problem if the CDW is extended to support
eonate patients. Although this may seem like a
bvious problem, it is typical of what happens
hen a technologist with a limited understanding
f an application domain begins modeling the
DW. As the model becomes more complex, as in

he modeling of Infusions and Drip Medications,
he possibility that the data may be misrepresent
ill increase.
Developing a consistent meaning for all data in

he CDW can be particularly challenging. Often
imes, the way in which something is charted is not
lways consistent with the way the users of the
DW wish to see it reported. A good example is
atient outcome. In the CIS, a patient’s outcome
ight equate to his discharge disposition. How-

ver, in the CDW, the outcome might include his
ischarge disposition as well as a number of mea-
urements and observations recorded on or around
he point of discharge. If this consolidation is nec-
ssary to support the CDW report, the architect
ust now take into consideration which distinct
easurements should be reported and whether the

linicians charting these values understand their
se in the CDW report.
Another data modeling challenge of the CDW is

roviding ways to cross correlate patient facts at
ny point in time. It is very common for a user of
CDW to ask questions like “How many ARDS,

entilated, white, males, over the age of 40 re-
eived doputamine each month in the MICU?” In
his question, adult respiratory distress syndrome,
entilated, white and male all appear to be prop-
rties of the patient. However, they are not. Instead
hey are facts associated with the patient at a par-
icular point in time. To complicate matters worse,
ISs typically don’t require users to chart when a
atient is being ventilated or other facts like their
ate of birth. Sometimes this requires that the fact
e derived from other facts or simply results in a
isrepresentation of what is actually occurring in

he patient population. In short, the architect must
e sure that data are never misrepresented to the
ser.
As with any data warehouse solution, another

hallenge in designing the data model is determin-
ng the granularity of the data. At one end of the
pectrum, users may want to see the data in its

ost atomic form. For example, a user may want
o see each medication administration, when it was
dministered, how much was given, who gave it
nd who it was administered to. This, of course, is
ow clinicians are accustomed to seeing this data
hen caring for the patient but may not be what

hey are interested in when viewing this data ret-
ospectively across an entire patient population. On
he other end of the spectrum, the data can be
ummarized, showing the total amount adminis-
ered by medication, treatment, and patient. This is
he more typical representation of what would ap-
ear on a report but can limit a clinician’s ability to
rill down into the data. Again, the questions must
e asked, “What are the near term and long term
pplications for this data?” Because of the dispar-
ty of possible applications for the data in the
DW, most store the data both its atomic form as
ell as in the aggregate.
Given that millions of rows can exist in the

DW fact tables, it is advantageous to define ag-
regations to support the targeted applications
hrough summarized views of the data. However,
o aggregate the data, the data must be additive
cross one or more dimensions. Unfortunately, in
he CDW, many of the measurements and obser-
ations recorded about a patient are not additive
cross any dimension, making this data near im-
ossible to aggregate. This is particularly true with
itals signs, which represent the largest volume of
atient data. Imagine showing the total number of
eart rate measurements or the sum of all blood
ressures. This data has no meaning, except in its
tomic form or compared relative to one another.

ransforming the Data

At the same time the model is being defined, the
rchitect must also design the mechanism used to
ove data from its source systems to the CDW.
his is typically referred to as the ETL (Extraction-
ransformation-Load) service or simply the trans-

ormation service. A transformation service can be
oth expensive to develop and to support. For this
eason, many organizations purchase programma-
le transformation engines that facilitate the trans-
ormation process and allow engineers to both con-
gure simple transformations as well as develop
ustom transformation functions. The primary
rawback of these engines is their price, typically
osting $100,000 or more.
The issue of technology aside, the primary chal-
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BUILDING CLINICAL DATA ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS 269
enges of designing a good transformation process
nclude:

1. Reducing the impact on the source operational
(ie, CIS) systems; and

2. Minimizing the time required to transform
and store the data in the CDW.

When the transformation engine runs, it queries
ach source system for large amounts of data. If
ot careful, a poor transformation engine design
an have a significant impact on the source systems
erformance. Across the industry, most data ware-
ouse transformations occur once a day in the
vening. This is typically the time when little or no
ctivity is occurring on the source system. For the
DW, however, there is never a time when the CIS
r HIS is not in use. As a result much more care
ust be taken to ensure that it impact on the source

ystem is minimized.
During the transformation process, data are ex-

racted from the source system, transformed to fit
ithin the CDW dimensional model and then

oaded into that database. In addition, data are
ften summarized and rolled up into aggregation
ables at this time as well. In many industries, the
ime required to perform this transformation is not
ritical because the transformation typically occurs
n the evening and data is not viewed until morn-
ng. However, in some institutions, it is a require-
ent to keep the CDW up to date on an hourly

asis. As result, the transformation process has a
aximum budget of 1 hour to complete. However,

ecause the transformation of data is typically very
PU intensive, it will impact query performance of

he CDW itself. As a result, the real transformation
udget is probably less than 10 minutes if run
very hour. For the architect, the need for timely
nformation must be balanced against the need for
omplex transformations and subsequent aggrega-
ions of the data.

For CDWs that need to integrate information
rom multiple source systems, the architect must
lso consider the need to synchronize this data
efore storing it in the CDW. For example, con-
ider the case where ADT information is being
etrieved from an HIS system and integrated with
rders from an order entry system and measure-
ents, observations, notes and care plans charted

n the CIS system. Before processing the CIS data,
he transformation engine would need to process
he HIS and then the order entry data. If the ADT

r order entry data were unavailable for some t
eason, the transformation engine would need to
ecide whether to proceed or wait until all data is
vailable from all source systems. This would
ake the transformation process only as reliable as

he combined reliability of the three systems. On
he other hand, if the transformation proceeds, it
ight present the data in an inconsistent or erro-

eous state until the required data arrives.
One of the most insidious challenges of many

ata warehousing project is dirty data. This is
ecause fixing it is often outside the direct control
f the architect. Often times, dirty data are the
irect result of bad data being entered in the CIS or
IS system or required data not being entered at

ll. The source system typically does not enforce
ll the constraints required of the data in the CDW
pplications. The reason for this is that the CDW is
upporting a different application for the data and
herefore tries to impose new constraints on the
ata. As a result, data might be missing, inconsis-
ent or even wrong based on an agreed upon def-
nition of the data.

Dirty data can also arise from inconsistent use of
abels in different source systems. For example, the
rchitect may need to determine whether HR is the
ogical equivalent of Heart Rate and then determine
hich one to represent in the CDW. Gender might
ary from M and F to Male and Female across the
ource systems or even within a specific CIS system
s configurations change over time. The architect
ust determine whether these differences should be

esolved during the transformation process.
Dirty data can also be caused when data are

ransformed in unnatural ways and no restrictions
re placed on the source system to enforce a certain
harting practice. For example, let’s assume the
DW keeps track of when a patient is intubated
nd extubated. However, because the source sys-
em does not require that users chart when an
ntubation or exbuation occurs, the transformation
rocess derives this information by looking at
harted parameters such as O2 Delivery Mode and
ode of Extubation. Although these might be rea-

onable assumptions, they are also the potential
ource of more dirty data unless it is enforced that
ll intubated patients (even those intubated prior to
dmission into the unit) have these 2 parameters
harted and at the times representative of when

hey were intubated and extubated.
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270 GEORGE W. GRAY
resenting Information

At some point, data must be presented back to
he end user as information. A variety of tools are
vailable to users to achieve this. Each of these
ools satisfies a different type of user and budget.
ecause for many, the user interface of the CDW

s actually the one presented to them by these tools,
election of the right tool is very important. The

est tool varies depending on the expertise of the L
nd users and the applications for the data. In many
ases a variety of tools are required. These include
eport generators for both dynamic and static re-
orting, OLAP/Data Analysis tools, data browsers,
ata mining tools and, of course, custom applica-
ions.
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